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1. INTRODUCTION

5.

Existing multiprocessor real-time scheduling algorithms
follow partitioning/global scheduling approaches or some hybrid approaches of the two. Under partitioning, all tasks
are assigned to speciﬁc processors. Under global scheduling, tasks may migrate among processors. Global scheduling has the advantage of better schedulability compared to
partitioning. However, optimal algorithms based on global
scheduling such as PD2 [5] and LLREF [3] incur signiﬁcant
overhead.

We introduce a planned evaluation to verify whether RUN
is practical. In this evaluation, we will measure relevant
overheads with a variable number of tasks/cores, several
ready queue/interrupt handling methods and the schedulability of RUN on both hard/soft real-time systems with
respect to [1].

2. RUN ALGORITHM
The Reduction to UNiprocessor (RUN) algorithm [4] is optimal multiprocessor real-time scheduling with a hybrid partitioning/global scheduling approach, called semi-partitioning.
Under semi-partitioning, most tasks are assigned to processors and the remaining tasks may migrate among processors. RUN achieves low overhead in simulation studies but
the practical viability of it remains unclear.

3. LITMUSRT
LITMUSRT [2] is a real-time extension of the Linux kernel
that allows schedulers to be developed as plugin components.
Current plugins include PD2 and partitioned/global ﬁxedpriority/earliest deadline ﬁrst schedulers.

4. THE RUN PLUGIN
This work introduces an additional plugin to implement
RUN in LITMUSRT . RUN assigns tasks to processors ofﬂine. The RUN plugin simply utilizes an oﬄine constructed
dispatching table to make scheduling decisions at runtime.
The implementation of RUN diﬀers substantially from
that of PD2 , the only optimal plugin currently available in
LITMUSRT . PD2 is actually only optimal if the quantum
size can be made suﬃciently small. In practice, each quantum boundary creates overheads due to the need to handle
interrupts, make scheduling decisions, and perform context
switches. This limits the practical quantum-size. Quantumdriven scheduling also creates additional release delay since
the scheduler does not process scheduling events immediately. On the other hand, RUN is a time-driven scheduler
that uses a dispatching table so that such additional release
delay does not occur. The other advantage of the RUN
plugin reduces cache-related preemption and migration delay. RUN has been shown to reduce the number of preemptions/migrations compared to LLREF with lower overhead
than PD2 in simulation studies [4].

6.

PLANNED EVALUATION

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work introduces the RUN plugin in LITMUSRT . We
discussed the diﬀerence between the implementations of RUN
and PD2 . We conclude that RUN is more practical than PD2
with respect to overheads. In future work, we will perform
the planned evaluation of RUN.
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